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Abstract: A CuAl2O4 spinel with unusual cation distribution has been synthesized for the first time by the solid 

phase reaction of copper hydroxide and pseudo-boehmite with both stoichiometric (Cu/Al = 1/2) and non-

stoichiometric (Cu/Al = 1/3) ratios. Instead of characterizing one cation for the determination of cations 

distribution as generally performed in previous literatures, both cations in the synthesized spinel have been 

characterized with 27Al NMR for Al ions and EXAFS for Cu ions, respectively. The characterization data reveal 

that nearly all Al3+ ions are octahedrally coordinated while most Cu2+ occupy the tetrahedral sites, giving a 

(Cu0.8)[Cu0.2Al2]O4 spinel which has been supported by the Rietveld refinement. The unusual cation distribution, 

which has been rarely reported before, presents abnormal site occupancies in Cu-Al spinel oxide. Hence, the 

findings of this work may invoke further explorations on other spinel oxides for targeting novel distinctive 

properties and applications. 
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1. Introduction 
 

AB2O4 spinels have been found with wide applications in many areas such as catalysis [1,2], ceramics [3,4], 

magnetics [5,6] and batteries [7]. Spinel owns a face-centered cubic crystal structure with tetrahedral and 

octahedral interstices occupied by A2+ and B3+ cations [8].The unit cell of a spinel contains 32 oxygens and 24 

cations, and it is universally assumed that 8 cations occupy 1/8 of the tetrahedral interstices while 16 cations 

occupy 1/2 of the octahedral interstices. Hence, the change of cation distribution will give a variety of spinels, 

and the structural formula is always written as (A1-xBx)[AxB2-x]O4, where parenthesis and square bracket denote 

tetrahedral and octahedral sites, and A and B represent divalent and trivalent cations, respectively, and x is the 

degree of inversion, defined as the fraction of the tetrahedral sites occupied by trivalent cations. The two extreme 

forms are normal (A)[B2]O4 and inverse (B)[AB]O4 spinel. 

Using the structural formula, the cation distribution was obtained by XRD refinement or by characterization 

of the Cu2+ distribution as shown in the open literature. K.-I. Shimizu et al. [9] prepared stoichiometric Cu-Al 

spinel (containing 35 wt% Cu) by coprecipitation of copper acetate and aluminum nitrate with 10% NH4OH at 

PH = 7-8, followed by calcining the precipitated precursor in air for 12 h at 1073 K. Using deconvolution 

analysis of Cu L3-edge XANES, the ratio of CuTd/CuOh (Tetrahedral/Octahedral) was determined to be 60/40. 

Another synthetic CuAl2O4 spinel containing 32.7 wt% Cu, prepared from a mixture of solutions of copper 

nitrate and aluminum sulfate, and fired at 450 ℃ for 6 h in a static air firstly, then fired under a dynamic oxygen 

gas flow at 952 ± 5 ℃ for 48 h, showed that 40% or 45% of the cupric ions were in octahedral sites, which was 

obtained by X-ray diffraction powder patterns (XRD) and X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS), respectively 

[10]. R. M. Friedigan et al. [11] have prepared CuAl2O4 by minimum solution impregnation of preformed γ-

alumina supports by aqueous copper nitrate solutions. The preparations were calcined at 962 ℃ in static air. 

EXAFS fitting analysis showed that about 40% Cu2+ sited at the octahedral sites. R. A. Fregola et al. [12] 

prepared CuAl2O4 with analytical grade oxides by a flux growth method using Na2B4O7 as flux media. The 

refinement of single-crystal XRD data illustrated that about 71% Cu2+ occupied the tetrahedral sites. It has also 
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been demonstrated that the cation distribution of CuAl2O4 showed a relatively small temperature dependence as 

compared to other spinels [13,14]. On the basis of these data, it can be found that CuAl2O4 is a largely normal 

spinel with an inversion degree of about 0.30-0.45 depending on the synthetic and post-treatment conditions. 

Besides the above quantitative investigation methods, the disordering of CuAl2O4 was also illustrated by Al3+ 

coordination using 27Al MAS NMR spectroscopy [15,16]. As shown by T. Mimani, both tetrahedrally and 

octahedrally coordinated aluminum ions were identified for a nanocrystalline CuAl2O4 spinel which was 

prepared by combustion method [15]. Similar result was later reported by E. Ghanti and R. Nagarajan for a 

CuAl2O4 prepared by hydrolysis of CuAl2(acac)4(OiPr)4 [16]. However, these authors did the research 

qualitatively, and did not give a precise cation distribution. 

Previously, we have synthesized a series of Cu-Al spinels by a simple and green solid phase reaction method. 

The sample with an atomic Cu/Al ratio of 1/2.5 calcined at 900 ℃ showed the best catalytic performance in 

methanol steam reforming for production of hydrogen [17]. During further investigations on the influence of 

calcination temperature, we find that an unusual CuAl2O4 spinel with all Al3+ sited at the octahedral site was 

synthesized at a high temperature of 1200 ℃. Moreover, comprehensive characterizations for both Cu and Al 

ions, rather than any one as performed with previous studies [10,11,18], are used in determining cation 

distribution in CuAl2O4 spinel. 

We report an unusual CuAl2O4 spinel with abnormal site occupancies, and provide a new understanding in 

spinel structural characterization, which may be useful for exploring other special spinel with distinctive 

properties. 

 

2. Experimental 
 

2.1 Preparation process 
Cu-Al spinel samples with a molar ratio of Cu/Al=1/2 or 1/3 were prepared by ballmilling of well-mixed 

copper hydroxide and pseudo-boehmite powders for 6 h, followed by calcining in static air muffle furnace from 

room temperature to a desired temperature at a rate of 3 ℃ min-1, then cooled down naturally. The sample 

obtained at 1200 ℃ was denoted as CAx, where x was Al/Cu ratio of the precursor. For comparison, a sample 

synthesized at 950 ℃ was named as CA3-U. 

 

2.2 Characterization  
A comprehensive characterization was carried out with several techniques. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

patterns were collected on a Rigaku MiniFlex II desktop X-ray diffractometer operated at 40 kV and 40 mA with 

Cu-Kα radiation source. The measurements were made in the 2θ angle range of 10º~80º with a 2θ step size of 

0.01° and counting time of 2 s for each point.  

H2 Temperature-Programmed Reduction (H2-TPR) was carried out with 30.0 mg sample on an automatic 

temperature-programmed chemisorption analyzer equipped with a thermal conductivity detector. The 

measurements was performed in 10% H2/Ar flow (15 ml min-1) with increasing temperature from 20 ℃ to 

900 ℃ at a rate of 10 ℃/min. Under such conditions, the reduction of non-spinel Cu2+ can be separated from 

that of spinel, which enabled the calculation of the content of non-spinel Cu2+ species by area integration 

analysis. 

The crystal dimension of CA3 was investigated using a field emission Transmission Electron Microscope 

(HRTEM, JEM-2100F) operated at 200 kV.  

The solid state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) was performed with a Bruker Avance 600 spectrometer in 

a nominal field of 14.2 T. The 27Al spectra were observed using a magic angle spinning (MAS) probe with a 4.0 

mm ZrO2 rotor. A rotation frequency of approximately 13 kHz for CA3 and CA2, while 14 kHz for CA3-U for the 

better resolution of tetrahedral Al3+ with spinning side band. The pulse excitation length and pulse interval were 

0.4 μs and 1 s, respectively. Chemical shift values were referenced to Al(NO3)3 solution at 0 ppm.  

Diffuse reflectance spectra were measured with a Cary 5000 spectrophotometer equipped with an integration 

sphere, and were recorded between 600-2000 nm at a scanning rate of 300 nm min-1 using dehydrated BaSO4 as 

the dilute reagent.  

The Cu K-edge XAFS spectra were measured in the transmission mode at the 1W1B endstation of the Beijing 

Synchrotron Radiation Facility (BSRF). The storage ring was operated at 2.5 GeV with current from 150 mA to 

250 mA. A double crystal Si (111) monochromator was used for the experiments. The powder samples were 

pressed to reach the optimum absorption thickness (Δμd ≈1, Δμ is the absorption edge jump and d is the physical 

thickness of the sample). X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) data were analyzed with the Demeter software 

package (ATHENA and ARTEMIS). Absorption curves were normalized and the XANES signals χ(k) were 

obtained after the removal of the pre-edge and post-edge background. The amplitude and phase shift functions 
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were obtained as k2χ(k) with a Hanning window and curve fitting analysis was performed in R-space for first 

coordination shell with a hypothetical normal (Cu)[Al2]O4 spinel as the structural model. There were three free 

parameters for fitting: N, the coordination number; R, the distance and σ2 the Debye–Waller factor. 

XRD Rietveld refinement calculations were carried out for the determination of quantitative phase analysis 

and precise microstructural parameters of crystalline compounds. Cu-Al spinel and α-Al2O3 were well known as 

the face-centered cubic (Fd-3m(227)) and hexagonal crystal (R-3c(167)), respectively. The peak shape profiles 

were described by a pseudo-Voigt function, and the backgound was refined with a polynomial function. XRD 

data in the 2theta range of 10-80° was used for the refinement. 

 

3. Results and discussion 
 

Ball-milled Cu-Al mixtures with a Cu/Al = 1/2 or 1/3, which were used for the synthesis of stoichiometric and 

Al-rich spinels, respectively, were calcined in a wide temperature range of 800-1200 ℃. The formation of spinel 

is not observed below 800 ℃. With increasing calcination temperature, incorporation of Cu into the spinel 

structure increases, forming Al-rich spinel solid solutions. For example, samples synthesized at 950 ℃ are 

typical solid solution. However, at 1200 ℃  (CA2 and CA3), the formed solid solution transforms into 

stoichiometric CuAl2O4 spinel for both Cu/Al ratios. Therefore, both spinel samples and a typical solid solution 

sample calcined at 950℃ with a Cu/Al = 1/3 (CA3-U) are shown in this work. 

XRD patterns of samples all synthesized samples are shown in Fig. 1a. Single CuAl2O4 phase is observed 

with CA2, while CA3 contains both CuAl2O4 and α-Al2O3 crystal phases. For CA3-U, only spinel phase is 

observed but with larger 2theta values (Fig. 1b), indicating the formation of Al-rich solid solution. 

 

  
Fig. 1 XRD patterns of synthesized samples and reference samples (a), and details of the range 2θ = 36.0-

38.0 (b). 

 

CuAl2O4 phase shows very sharp and narrow reflections, and the six main diffraction peaks corresponding to 

different crystal planes at 2θ of 31.3° (220), 37.0° (311), 44.9° (400), 55.7° (422), 59.4° (511), 65.3° (440). 

However, the relatively wide peaks are observed in CA3-U which was synthesized at a lower temperature 

(950 ℃). 

 

  
Fig. 2 HRTEM image of CA2 (A) and CA3 (B) (showing interplanar spacing of 111 plane of CuAl2O4). 
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With the samples CA2 and CA3, the cell constant of these spinels was determined, by Scherrer equation, to be 

8.080 Å and 8.076 Å, respectively, which was further confirmed by HRTEM. As shown in Fig. 2, the interplanar 

spacing of 111 plane of CuAl2O4 are about 4.667 Å and 4.663 Å, giving a cell constant of 8.083 Å and 8.077 Å. 

A lower cell constant of 8.053 Å is acquried for CA3-U. It worth noting that the cell constants of both CA2 and 

CA3 are very close to reference data of CuAl2O4 (#73-1958, 8.075 Å), indicating the formation of CuAl2O4 

rather than solid solution. The crystal size of these spinels are about 34.9 nm and 34.5 nm, respectively. 

As shown in Fig.1a, the relative peak intensities of both CA2 and CA3 are similar, but much different with the 

reference samples (PDF #76-2295, #73-1958). For example, the relative intensity of 220 plane with both CA2 

and CA3 is about 50 %, while the literature data are 39.6%, 64.3% for #76-2295 and #73-1958, respectively, and 

the 52.8% for CA3-U. As was pointed out by H. Furuhashi et al, the variation is correlated with cation 

distribution in spinels [19]. Thus, it can be concluded that both CA2 and CA3 may have a cation distribution 

different from literature results and CA3-U. 

The oxidation state of Cu ions was identified by H2 temperature-programmed reduction (H2-TPR), as shown 

in Fig. 3. The CA3 exhibits a very small reduction peak centered at about 245 ℃ which is ascribed to non-spinel 

Cu species [17]. The area integration analysis shows about 99.6 mol% CuO exists as spinel phase for CA2, and 

99.8 mol% for CA3. This implies that almost all Cu ions incorporate into spinel structure in CA2 and CA3.  

 

 
Fig. 3 H2-TPR profiles of the CA2 and CA3, and CA3-U 

 

In addition, XRD Rietveld structural refinement results show that about 33.2% Al phase out of solid solution 

in CA3. Therefore, the Cu/Al ratio in spinel phase of CA3 is close to be stoichiometric, leading to a CuAl2O4 as 

the same with CA2. However, about 18.7 mo% CuO phase exists in CA3-U even though XRD do not show any 

CuO phase, implying the formation of Al-rich solid solution as illustrated by cell constant data. 

 

 
Fig. 4 27Al MAS NMR spectra of the CA2 and CA3, and CA3-U (* indicates the spinning side bands). 

 

Subsequently, Al3+ coordination in the synthesized samples is examined by 27Al MAS NMR, and the results 

are shown in Fig. 4 and Table 1. A sharp and intense resonance signal at around d=14.0 ppm, attributed to six 

coordinated aluminum ions, is observed for all samples. However, signal attributed to tetrahedrally coordinated 

aluminum ions, which should appear at about 60-75 ppm [15,16,20-22], is not detected in both CA2 and CA3. 

For α-Al2O3 which is contained in CA3, oxygen anions are arranged in a hexagonally close-packed lattice with 

aluminum ions occupying the octahedral interstices only [21-24]. Therefore, the spinel phase in CA3 as with CA2 
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only own six coordinated octahedral aluminum, while CA3-U owns both four and six coordinated aluminum. The 

AlTd/AlOh ratio is about 41/59 in CA3-U which was calculated by peak area integration analysis. 

 

To characterize the distribution of Cu ions, diffuse reflectance spectra were obtained. Fig. 5 shows the results 

of CA3 and CA3-U (CA2 has similar diffuse reflectance spectra to CA3). A strong absorbance at about 1600 nm 

and a very weak absorbance at about 800 nm are detected for all samples. Literature studies proved that Cu2+ 

ions in an “octahedral” environment show a low wavelength band between 700 and 900 nm, whereas cupric ions 

in a “tetrahedral” environment have an absorption band between 1300 and 1700 nm [9,25-27]. However, the 

octahedral Cu2+ has a lower extinction co-efficient compared to that of tetrahedral Cu2+ [26,28]. Thus, it is 

difficult to obtain a quantitative data of Cu2+ distribution. Nonetheless, the reflectance spectra has proved the 

presence of Cu2+ in both the tetrahedral and octahedral sites. 

 

 
Fig. 5 Diffuse reflectance spectra of CA3 and (CA3-U). 

Therefore, XAFS was performed in order to gain a quantitative estimation of the Cu2+ distribution in CuAl2O4, 

and the results are shown in Fig. 6 and Table 1. All three samples present similar Cu K-edge XANES spectra. A 

feature in the pre-edge region around 8977 eV is due to the dipole-forbidden transition 1s→3d [29,30], while the 

post-edge feature exhibits four well-resolved peaks at 8987, 8993, 8997 and 9002 eV owing to the 1s→4p 

transitions [31]. As was pointed out previously, the intensity of the pre-edge peak has a positive correlation with 

the fraction of tetrahedral Cu2+ [9,30]. Thus, it can be said that both CA2 and CA3 own more tetrahedral Cu2+ 

than CA3-U, which is in agreement with reflectance results. 

 

  
Fig. 6 (a) Cu K-edge XANES spectra and (b) EXAFS spectra with the best fitting of CA2, CA3 and CA3-U. 

Table 1 Results of EXAFS curve-fitting analysis a and 27Al NMR 

Sample r (Å) N σ2 (Å2) CuTd/CuOh
b AlTd/AlOh

c Formula 

CA2 1.947 4.4 0.0052 80/20 0/100 (Cu0.80)[Cu0.20Al2]O4 

CA3 1.945 4.4 0.0064 80/20 0/100 (Cu0.80)[Cu0.20Al2]O4 

CA3-U 1.939 4.8 0.0027 60/40 41/59 (Cu0.36Al0.91)[Cu0.25Al1.35]V0.13O4 
a r and N represent bond distance and coordination number of the first shell (Cu-O), σ2 means Debye-Waller 

factor. 
b CuTd/CuOh was calculated by equation y*4+(1-y)*6=N, where y=fraction of tetrahedral Cu2+. 
c AlTd/AlOh originated from 27Al NMR data. 
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The EXAFS data fitting analysis was performed in R-space for first coordination shell using the Demeter 

software package [32]. A hypothetical normal (Cu)[Al2]O4 spinel was used as the structural model. The analysis 

reveals that the coordination number is about 4.4 for both CA2 and CA3, while 4.8 for CA3-U, which lead to a 

CuTd/CuOh ratio of 80/20 and 60/40, respectively (Table 1). Therefore, by combining the 27Al-NMR with EXAFS 

results, the structural formula of spinel phase in CA2 or CA3 can be written as (Cu0.80)[Cu0.20Al2]O4, and 

(Cu0.36Al0.91)[Cu0.25Al1.35]V0.13O4 (V means vacancy) for CA3-U. 

Further identification of these results was performed with Rietveld refinement of the XRD data using GSAS 

software [33,34]. By changing the cation distribution (occupancy in the refinement process), different structural 

models were used. The Rietveld refinement profiles and results are presented in Fig. 7 and Table 2, respectively. 

Interestingly, the Cu2+ and Al3+ distributions were found to be in good agreement with those of EXAFS curve 

fitting analysis, indicating the convincing structural results of spinel characterized by both NMR and EXAFS.  

 

   
Fig. 7 XRD Rietveld refinement results of CA2 (a), CA3 (b) and CA3-U (c). 

 

On the basis of the above results, the structural formula of spinel phase in CA2 or CA3 can be written as 

(Cu0.80)[Cu0.20Al2]O4, which only contain octahedral Al ions and show abnormal occupancies. According to 

previous literature studies, the properties of a spinel such as MnFe2O4, Mn1-xZnxFe2O4 strongly depend on the 

cation distribution [35,36]. Therefore, the finding of an unusual cation distribution may provide a new insight for 

seeking special spinels which have distinctive properties and applications. 

 

4. Conclusions 
 

In summary, we report the first synthesis of CuAl2O4 with an unusual cation distribution, which is prepared by 

a solid phase reaction method. Thorough characterizations focused on the coordination environment of cations 

have led to a (Cu1-x)[CuxAl2]O4 (x=0.18-0.20) spinel with abnormal site occupancies. In addition, the cation 

distributions should be derived from the characterization of both cations for such special spinels. 
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Table 2 Results of XRD Rietveld refinement a 

Sample a (Å) u 
Rp 

(%) 

wRp 

(%) 
CuTd/CuOh

b AlTd/AlOh
c Formula 

CA2 8.082 0.2594 3.36 4.29 82/18 0/100 (Cu0.82)[Cu0.18Al2]O4 

CA3 8.077 0.2592 3.88 4.91 80/20 0/100 (Cu0.80)[Cu0.20Al2]O4 

CA3-U 8.053 0.2606 2.41 3.07 58/42 42/58 (Cu0.37Al0.90)[Cu0.24Al1.36]V0.13O4 
a a represents the cell parameter of CuAl2O4, u represents the oxygen parameter, Rp and wRp means residual and 

weighted residual. 
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